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Dreamers
leave
awake-us-up
call
n Tappingintothe
brainagainoccupies
scientists
andshows
thatthe debateover
dreamsis far fromover
By{llARGlE PATLAK
ew findings on the brain
continue to fuel the debate
over the stuff that dreams
are made of.
Dreams have been seen as everything from oracles of the future or
the "royal road" to unconscious
drives and passions,to the mere patter of brain cells firing randomly.
Drpams also may reflect the brain's
daily reviewing, analyzingand storing of important information gatheredwhile awake.Although the jury
isn't in yet on the true meaningand
purpose of dreams, researchers are
shedding some fascinating light on
this sleeper.
The Talmudicproverb,"An uninterpreted dream is like an unopened
letter," reflects the commonly held
belief in ancient times that dreams
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held important messagescritical to
survival. Freud personalizedthat
notion in 1900when he put forth his
theory that dreams revealed, in a
disguised manner, the seething impulses and desires of the unconsciousmind.
When Freud developedhis dream
theory, there wasn't much known
about the brain to substantiate it.
But his theory becamethe mainstay
o f p s y c h o a n a l y s i s ,whi ch rel i es
heavily on dreams to understand an
individual's problems.
Freud's theory came under fire
in 19?7,however,when Harvard psychiatrist J. Allan Hobson proposed
that dreams were the brain's way of
making senseout of random images
sparked in rapid successionby its
nerve cells known as neurons.Relying on neurophysiologicalevidence,
Hobson suggeststhat there is no
inherent meaning in the images generated in dreams, although the narrative tapestry the brain weaves
from those imagesreflect the dreamer's current and past psychological
concerns.
"I'm not a fueam basher." Hobson said. "I think dreams are fasci
nating and I discuss them with my
patients with great enthusiasm. But
I don't sit there in hushed tones
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